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Soil Tests--How Often

The Soils Laboratory, new baby of the
New York State Flower Growers, has grown
rapidly and has already made necessary the
employment of a second laboratory technician.
We can now handle your soil samples almost
as soon as they reach us. Most of the test
ing is evldentally for growers having troubles,
Avoid trouble by testing regularly.'

There is no absolute answer as to how
often to test. However, when first start!
soil testing, a sample should be taken abou
once a month for each~"dlffereirE~crop. The
record's thus obtained should be carefully
kept for reference in future growing. Once
you know the fertilization necessary for a
given crop in your soil and with your water
ing practices only an occasional check
should be necessary -- perhaps at the begin
ning of a crop and after three months. The
following tests are suggested:

Used soil not sterilized
1. Just before the old crop is re

moved.

2. One month after planting the new
crop.

Used soil to be sterilized and reused
1. Just before the old crop comes out

of the bench.

2. Three to four weeks after steriliz
ing.

New soil

1. Test of the new soil before bench
ing.

Short season crops (mums, snaps, stocks,
etc.)

1. Four weeks after original tests.
2. Then only occasionally.

Potted plants
1. Every two weeks until you are sure

of the levels maintained.

2. Then only occasionally.
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No School for Foremen and Growers

This Year]

When To Fertilize

ing t<
quency, kind, and amount "oT fertilizer depend
upon your original soil, your watering prac
tices, and the temperature. Remember that
the fertility should be low at the start of
the crop, then increased as the crop becomes
established. Fertilizer applied two weeks
before the crop is harvested will do no good
and is pure waste. Potash and phosphorus
fertilizers are most important at the begin
ning of the crop, while the nitrogen level
must remain medium at all times.

Potted plants usually require fertilizing
with nitrogen every week or two, depending on
the method and amount of watering. Bench crops
may require fertilizing once every two weeks,
every month or less often.

Maintain the same fertility level the
year around. To date there is no evidence
that one element must be increased and another
lowered in winter or summer. If you carry a
medium level of all elements at all times of
year, you will produce the maximum. Usually,
less fertilizer need be applied in winter than
in summer to maintain the same levels because

of less growth and less watering to remove
the fertilizer.

Fine particle soils, as clay or silt,
hold potash. Nitrogen must be added frequent
ly. Coarser soils, as sandy types, lose pot
ash as readily as nitrogen and usually both
need be applied regularly.


